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CONVERSION OF STREETS FROM ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Final Report 
Executive Summary 

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) is receiving inquiries from local 

jurisdictions and other groups regarding the application of traffic calming and other non-

traditional techniques for dealing with traffic circulation/ operations in cities and towns. One of 

these techniques is the conversion of one-way street operations to two-way traffic. Such 

conversions, or at least consideration of such actions, are being done with increasing frequency 

in Michigan and elsewhere. 

In this context, MDOT is desirous of being able to determine when such conversions are 

acceptable or desired. Thus, a project was undertaken to: perform a traditional literature search 

and contact traffic engineers and different jurisdictions to establish an understanding of the 

current "state of the practice" for converting one-way streets (typically one-way pairs) to two-

way operation. 

PROJECT SCOPE 

Given that the primary purpose of the project was to develop a state-of-the-practice report, it 

was also expected that outcomes associated with street conversions could be documented. It was 

not, however, proposed to do any original quantitative analysis. The documentation would 

include collecting information (to the extent possible) regarding the following outcomes: 

• the traffic characteristics before and after conversion (e.g., traffic volumes, operating 
speeds); 

• changes in crash frequencies and/or patterns (e.g., did crash frequency increase, did the type 
and/or severity of crashes change); 

• motorist response to changes; 

• guidelines for when conversions are indicated/contraindicated; 
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• whether conversions are considered "successful" and the criteria used to assess success; and 

• costs of conversion. 

METHODOLOGY/APPROACH 

The traditional literature search was done using the Transportation Research Information 

System; more specifically, TRIS Online. TRIS is the most comprehensive bibliographic listing 

of published work in the transportation field. Secondary sources of information were identified 

through review of documents found as a result of the TRIS search. 

While the published record was expected to be useful, it had also been expected that much of 

the recent experience in street conversions may not be published (e.g., traffic engineers working 

in the public sector are not often represented in the literature). Therefore, attempts were made to 

identify engineers, consulting firms, and jurisdictions that had experience with such conversions. 

This experience was documented through review of published reports and informal phone, mail, 

and e-mail interviews/surveys. Primary sources of individuals to be contacted included: 

personal contacts with consultants, MDOT identification of field personnel in Michigan, known 

practitioners active in traffic calming, a list of state-level (e.g., DOT) contacts that had been 

developed at MSU in the context of another traffic engineering-related rroject, and referrals from 

initial sources (e.g., traffic engineers in cities who were recommended by state DOT personnel). 

The intent was that a synthesis of the experience represented in the literature and current 

practice would yield guidelines and suggestions for when (i.e., under what conditions) the 

conversion of one-way streets to two-way operation would be a reasonable action and when such 

conversions would be contraindicated. 

SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION 

The literature review and survey of practitioners provided less information that had originally 

been hoped but the consistency of information that was obtained from a variety of sources 

indicates that a more than adequate picture of the state of the art/practice with respect to 
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conversion from one-way to two-way operations has been obtained. The following paragraphs 

are addressed to the original objectives of the project and how they have been achieved. 

Principal Findings 

Two of the most significant findings of this review are that the single most important factor in 

a successful conversion from one-way to two-way operations is a meaningful public involvement 

process (supported by straightforward technical studies) and that articulated guidelines for such 

conversions (e.g., threshold volumes) do not seem to exist. Rather, as one engineer (Wood 2000) 

put it, a (straightforward) traffic study will tell you whether such conversions are technically 

feasible or not. Beyond that, opinion regarding whether one-way streets are a good idea or not 

runs the gamut from Burke (2000) "in virtually all [reasonable] circumstances, one-way streets 

should be removed" to Stemley (1998) "by changing to a two-way system, a large backward step 

will be taken which will result in a downtown that is less inviting than it is right now." 

Beyond these two points, there is great variance in the results of planning and implementing 

conversions. For example, in largely residential areas where one-way streets are not serving 

high volumes (and two-way volumes could be easily handled), conversion of one-way streets 

back to two-way operation seems likely to be favored by residents and oflittle concern to 

whatever small number of through motorists are present. On the other hand, in established and 

congested downtown areas or on heavily used commuter routes where development over the 

years has been predicated on one-way operations, both technical and public acceptance issues are 

likely to be significantly more substantial. 

With respect to more specific objectives of this project: 

• The traffic characteristics before and after conversion (e.g., traffic volumes, operating 
speeds) are completely dependent on local conditions. Depending on pre- and post
conversion traffic patterns, an even daily split in traffic volumes between the two streets of a 
one-way pair can be expected to shift dramatically-one street becomes the principal two
way route in to or through an area while the other experiences significantly less volume. 
(Although it can easily be imagined where there would be exceptions to this "rule.") 
Operating speeds can be expected to decrease, assuming that there are not significant 
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geometric changes as part of the conversion. This assertion is based on the fact in most 
instances, conversion to one-way operation resulted in higher speeds-it stands to reason that 
conversion back to two-way will have the opposite effect. Indeed, lowering vehicle speeds is 
often perceived as an objective and positive benefit of converting to two-way operation. 
Finally, unless there are geometric changes, capacity and level of service will almost always 
decrease after a conversion to two-way. Indeed, if the post-conversion level of service is not 
unacceptable, it may well be that the conversion will face minimal opposition (at least from a 
traffic operations perspective). 

• Changes in crash frequencies and/or patterns (e.g., did crash frequency increase, did the type 
and/or severity of crashes change) are a little less clear. The prevailing wisdom with the 
original conversions to one-way operation was that there would be significantly fewer 
crashes (and crash rates) as a result of conversion. This was the result of, for example, fewer 
conflict points at intersections. Pedestrian safety was also generally perceived to be 
enhanced with one-way operation because of such things as making the street-crossing 
maneuver easier to undertake (e.g., the pedestrian only has to be concerned with traffic from 
one direction at intersections) and the ability to provide mid-block crosswalks. Some recent 
studies have, however, found that one-way operations are not necessarily inherently safer 
than two-way operations. Moreover, overall increases in crash frequencies have not been 
regularly reported. It would seem that the improvement or degradation of general (and 
specifically pedestrian) safety would be largely dependent on a large number of factors (e.g., 
conflicting volumes, adjacent land use, whether parking is/was allowed) of which one- versus 
two-way traffic operation would be only one-these vary significantly on a case-by-case 
basis. 

• Motorist response to changes is often mentioned in the literature on conversions both to and 
from one-way operations. This typically seems to be an "up front" issue which apparently 
does not materialize as a significant issue later on (or, at least, has not been fully investigated 
later). By and large, the implication of most of the studies/experiences seems to be that 
people adapt reasonably quickly to the changes (whichever way they go). 

• Guidelines for when conversions are indicated/contraindicated do not seem to exist in any 
meaningful way. This was clear from the survey that was undertaken-very few (two) 
indicated that any sort of guideline existed, and they were never provided. On the other 
hand, it was fairly clear from larger-scale studies (e.g., in Portland, Oregon) that a standard 
multi-objective evaluation process was required when the proposed conversion projects were 
large or expected to be controversial. It should be noted that larger -scale conversions are 
more likely to involve state-numbered routes and, thus, require more systematic and 
comprehensive study. Examples were provided earlier in the body of the report and in an 
appendix of the complete report. This is also discussed in more detail later. 

• Whether conversions are considered "successful" appears to be almost exclusively dependent 
on whether concerned citizens, businesspeople, and/ or engineers think they are or not. At the 
same time, the trend to conversion back to two-way operation is fairly recent and there does 
not appear to be much in the way of long-term evaluation. If such evaluations are being 
done, they are not being widely reported. In any event, since conversions are being done in 
the larger context of traffic calming and executing downtown business enhancement 
strategies, it will be quite difficult to isolate the effect of the conversions-when many 
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variables are changed, it is quite difficult to attribute changes (e.g., in crash frequencies or 
rates) to changes in only one of those variables. 

• Similar to other points above, the costs of conversion varies substantially and are completely 
dependent on the scale of the conversion implementation. For example, if the one-way pair 
is through a largely residential area with little or no through traffic and carrying very low 
traffic volumes, a conversion could be accomplished with some minor changes in traffic 
control devices. On the other hand, a conversion through a congested area may involve 
substantial changes in signalization (including new and/or improved/updated signals) and 
geometric changes. 

Consideration of One-Way to Two-Way Street Operation Conversions 

Notwithstanding the lack of published guidelines on one-way to two-way conversions, the 

review of the literature does yield suggestions for the variables and issues that should be 

considered when contemplating them. Recommendations are given below for the two 

overarching aspects of one-to-two-way conversions: the public involvement process; and the 

scope of the technical considerations. 

Public Involvement Process 

The following checklist is offered as a beginning point for the development of a public 

involvement process for operations conversions. The checklist is based on the review of the 

literature and the results of the practitioner survey. Of primary concern is the inclusion of 

different interest groups. 

"' Define the "impact area," the spatial extent of the corridor where the impacts will be of most 
concern when the conversion to two-way operation is implemented. 

"' IdentifY organized groups, jurisdiction-based bodies, and others who have an interest in the 
impact area. These would include formal (e.g., chamber of commerce) and informal groups 
of businesspeople in the area, neighborhood associations, special-interest groups (e.g., an 
organized group of bicyclists), planning and zoning commissions, citizen advisory groups 
(e.g., traffic advisory commissions, historical preservation groups), emergency services 
providers (e.g., police, fire, emergency medical service providers), schools, delivery services 
(e.g., UPS), city council persons, the media, and others. Using the impact area definition, all 
individual citizens and affected businesses should also be identified. Care should be taken to 
incorporate "special users" in the process (e.g., residents of elderly housing facilities in the 
corridor, schools). 

"' Hold public information meetings early in the conversion planning process. This should be 
done when the conversion is first considered-the planning and implementation process must 
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be inclusive rather than presented as a finished, polished proposal. Meetings should also be 
held with any identified groups-the implementation agency must be willing to go to 
meetings of potentially interested groups and individuals rather than expecting that these 
people will simply show up at general public information meetings. 

,/ Disseminate information regarding all aspects of the conversion planning and 
implementation to the public and all identified interested groups via meetings, informational 
flyers, and the media. The type of information to be disseminated includes who is 
responsible for identifying the conversion for consideration, a clear presentation of all 
pertinent information about the conversion (both "good news" and bad), and details about 
when/how implementation would occur. To the extent possible, supporters and non
supporters of the conversion should be present at various presentation. The state agency 
should not appear to be the only active evaluator in the process. 

,/ Once the decision to implement the conversion is made, it should be clearly articulated why 
the decision was made. For example, what were the deciding factors. 

Technical Evaluation Issues 

A preliminary list of the types of things to be covered in the technical evaluation is given 

below. Depending on the scale, type, and location of the proposed conversion, the list may be 

considerably shortened (or even expanded). Not all issues will have as much saliency as others 

in all situations. All analysis should be done for existing conditions and for all defined 

alternatives (e.g., level-of-service calculations should be done for existing conditions and all 

alternatives). This list contains the issues/actions identified in the literature review (including 

items listed in the ITE's Trciffic Engineering Handbook-see appendix 5 of the full report for 

additional details) and the state of the practice survey. 

overall planning and identification of alternatives 

,/ define existing conditions 
,/ define all conversion options to be considered (e.g., are there different limits that could be 

considered for "converted" segment or is it "all or nothing") 
,/ identify role of streets in regional transportation network (e.g., is the existing one-way pair 

oflocal or regional significance) 
,/ estimate current and future trip lengths that might be affected by conversion 
,/ consistency of proposed conversions with neighborhood, city, and regional planning goals 

and objectives 

traffic operations 

,/ street and intersection capacities before and after conversion 
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,t street and intersection levels of service before and after conversion 
,/ geometric adequacy of the affected streets (e.g., pavement width) 
,/ determine if minimally acceptable levels of service are achieved by all alternatives 
,/ delay time on and off converted streets 
,t diversions to/from local system as a result of conversion 
,t estimate diversions to/from other through streets in corridor 
,t determine if additional lanes (e.g., through corridor, turning lanes at intersections) required 

for conversion 
,t estimate decrease in (or under-utilization of) lanes on less heavily traveled streets (after 

conversion) 
,/ impacts on signal progression 
,/ changes in left-turn conflicts 
,t increase/decrease in crash frequencies (overall and for specific crash types) 
,/ increase/decrease in on-street parking 
,/ determine the level of accommodation of through truck and local delivery 
,t undertake traffic control device inventories and required changes (including placement of 

signs, markings, and signals) for different alternatives 
,t determine the adequacy of sight distances for new two-way operation (assuming that 

existing streets had been designed for one-way operation) 
,/ parking requirements 

bicycle and pedestrian operations 

,/ determine if bicycle lanes can be accommodated 
,/ vehicle/bicycle interactions 
,/ determine the location of major pedestrian generators and crossings 
,/ changes in pedestrian environment (e.g., pedestrian-friendly geometry) 
,t pedestrian safety (e.g., adequate intersection and mid-block crossings for expected 

demand) 
,/ pedestrian interaction with street traffic 
,/ enhanced pedestrian signals 

transit operations 

,/ transit route accommodation 
,/ increased/decreased walking distances to transit stops (e.g., from major attractors) 
,/transit interaction with other vehicles (e.g., stop location) 
,/ enhancement of transit usage (e.g., better access) 

neighborhood access 

,/ neighborhood access improved or degraded (e.g., left turns in to and out of residential 
neighborhoods) 

,/ increased/decreased traffic diversion into neighborhoods 
,/ elimination of through traffic on neighborhood streets 
,/ increased traffic on some residential streets serving through traffic 
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commercial/business issues 

,/ improved access to adjacent properties (primarily businesses) 
,/ less confusion for motorists, especially visitors 
,/ reduced travel distance to destination 
,/ enhancement or degradation of downtown or commercial district 
,/ access to major generators (e.g., large employers, community centers, parking structures) 

other issues/considerations 

,/ cost of conversion 
,/ public opinion 
,/ origination of support (or non-support) 
,/ environmental impacts (e.g., increased/decreased air pollution due to conversion) 
,/ timing and duration of implementation 

This list of issues is not necessarily comprehensive nor would each item necessarily be 

relevant for every study. One of the first issues for the public involvement/planning process to 

consider is to identify which issues should be considered for any specific conversion proposal. 

In addition, to the extent possible, acceptable thresholds (for those variables that lend themselves 

to such measurements) should be discussed and established before technical analyses are done 

and results presented. For example, it should be established that level of service Cis acceptable 

for an intersection prior to doing the analysis necessary to compute the level of service. 

One of the goals for this project was to establish guidelines for when conversions from one-

way to two-way operations might be advisable or acceptable. However, it is clear from the 

literature review and the survey responses that a single set of criteria is elusive. While traffic 

operation concerns can be the deciding factor in conversions (and especially if the operations-

oriented outcomes are very bad), the ultimate impact of a conversion is extremely case-specific. 

Degradation in motorist delay, for example, is dependent on everything from simple traffic 

volumes to be accommodated to width of the streets to cross-street (and turning) volumes-what 

works in one area may result in an operations disaster elsewhere. 

At the same time, the types of analyses that are implied in the "issues list" presented above 

are straightforward and are the staples of good traffic engineering practice. But, it is equally 
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clear that not all of the important outcomes are neatly quantified or equally valued by all 

participants in the process. For example, in general, traffic engineers would probably favor 

alternatives that resulted in higher vehicle speeds (and lower delay) while it seems clear that 

others may view reasonably decreased (more pedestrian friendly) speeds in a more positive light. 

So, while it is important to do "good engineering" with respect to the outcomes of proposed 

conversions, it is as important to have an effective public involvement process where conflicting 

goals and objectives can be articulated. 

FUTURE WORK 
,-.. 'J 
, ___ i 

:_ -: It is clear from the review of the literature and survey of practitioners that converting one-way 

pairs of streets back to two-way operations is a current fad of sorts. It is often discussed in the 

context of other projects consistent with traffic calming and generally improving downtowns. It 

is characteristic of the lack of knowledge about what makes downtowns and neighborhoods 

"work" that the effects of different traffic operations changes on business are largely unknown. 

It is similarly largely a matter of conjecture on even what the traffic operations impacts are when 

the one- to two-way conversions are implemented. There have been and are a fairly large 

number of conversions being considered in Michigan. The list includes Adrian, Jackson, 

Kalamazoo, Lansing, Mt. Pleasant, and Battle Creek. While not all of these conversions have (or 

will) included state trunklines, it seems appropriate that the impacts of some of these conversions 

on traffic operations should be evaluated in more depth. More ambitious work could also 

examine the relationship between these conversions and business/downtown development 

!. j 
patterns. 
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CONVERSION OF STREETS FROM ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY OPERATION 

Final Report 

INTRODUCTION 

The Michigan Department of Transportation (l\IIDOT) is receiving inquiries from local 

jurisdictions and other groups regarding the application of traffic calming and other non-

traditional techniques for dealing with traffic circulation/operations in cities and towns. One of 

these techniques is the conversion of one-way street operations to two-way traffic. Such 

conversions, or at least consideration of such actions, are being done with increasing frequency 

in Michigan and elsewhere. This is somewhat in opposition to long-standing traffic engineering 

approaches which tend to favor one-way operation when increased flow must be accommodated 

with lower travel delays. There may be safety concerns as well. 

In this context, l\IIDOT is desirous of being able to determine when such conversions are 

acceptable or desired. Thus, a project was undertaken to: perform a traditional literature search 

and contact traffic engineers and different jurisdictions to establish an understanding of the 

current "state of the practice" for converting one-way streets (typically one-way pairs) to two-

way operation. 

PROJECT SCOPE 

Given that the primary purpose of the project was to develop a state-of-the-practice report, it 

was also expected that outcomes associated with street conversions could be documented. It was 

not, however, proposed to do any original quantitative analysis. The documentation would 

include collecting information (to the extent possible) regarding the following outcomes: 

• the traffic characteristics before and after conversion (e.g., traffic volumes, operating 
speeds); 

• changes in crash frequencies and/or patterns (e.g., did crash frequency increase, did the type 
and/or severity of crashes change); 
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• motorist response to changes; 

• guidelines for when conversions are indicated/contraindicated; 

• whether conversions are considered "successful" and the criteria used to assess success; and 

• costs of conversion. 

The deliverables for the project include: 

• a final report documenting the literature review and state-of-the-practice assessment; 

• an annotated bibliography; 

• a list of individuals, institutions, and jurisdictions (and contact information) that have 
undertaken conversions; and 

• (if they can be supported by the literature and state of the practice) guidelines that :MDOT 
could use for determining whether conversions are appropriate. 

METHODOLOGY/APPROACH 

The traditional literature search was done using the Transportation Research Information 

System; more specifically, TRIS Online. TRIS is the most comprehensive bibliographic listing 

of published work in the transportation field. TRIS Online is funded by the sponsors of the 

Transportation Research Board (TRB) and is hosted by the National Transportation Library 

through an agreement between the Bureau of Transportation Statistics and TRB. Secondary 

sources of information were identified through review of documents found as a result of the 

TRIS search. TRIS entries include articles from such sources as TRB's Transportation 

Research Record series, the American Society of Civil Engineers' Journal of Transportation 

Engineering, the Institute of Transportation Engineers' ITE Journal, and reports from various 

federal and state agencies, among others. 

While the published record was expected to be useful, it had also been expected that much of 

the recent experience in street conversions may not be published (e.g., traffic engineers working 

in the public sector are not often represented in the literature). Therefore, attempts were made to 

identify engineers, consulting firms, and jurisdictions that had experience with such conversions. 
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This experience was documented through review of published reports and informal phone, mail, 

and e-mail interviews/surveys. Primary sources of individuals to be contacted included: 

personal contacts with consultants, MDOT identification of field personnel in Michigan, known 

practitioners active in traffic calming, a list of state-level (e.g., DOT) contacts that had been 

developed at MSU in the context of another traffic engineering-related project, and referrals from 

initial sources (e.g., traffic engineers in cities who were recommended by state DOT personnel). 

The intent was that a synthesis of the experience represented in the literature and current 

practice would yield guidelines and suggestions for when (i.e., under what conditions) the 

conversion of one-way streets to two-way operation would be a reasonable action and when such 

conversions would be contraindicated. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The traditional literature review produced mixed results. A TRIS Online search on 1) traffic 

calming yielded over 200 citations, 2) searching on one-way streets yielded just over 100, and 3) 

the) even more restrictive criterion of searching on one-way/two-way conversions yielded only 

seven (7). (The listings from the TRIS searches showing title, the journal/source reference, 

authors, and approximate date are shown in appendices 1, 2, and 3 respectively.) Not 

unexpectedly, not all of these citations are of use for the current project. 

Traffic Calming 

Many of the traffic calming citations refer to such things as mid-block speed control devices 

and specific residential neighborhood traffic concerns. Interestingly, all of the traffic calming 

citations date from the very late 1980s with the vast majority far more recent than that. This is 

indicative of the growing interest in these techniques. However, it should be noted that the 

implication that traffic calming is a relatively recent phenomenon is very misleading. Many so-

called traffic calming techniques date back far earlier than these citations, albeit with different 

names. For example, separation of pedestrian and traffic movement, elimination of through 
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traffic from residential areas, and the like were key components of the plans for Radburn (a 

"garden city" in New Jersey), Chatham Village (a planned unit development in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania), and the so-called Greenbelt towns (e.g., in Wisconsin and Maryland). The 

planning, design, and implementation of all of these date to the 1920s and 30s (these 

developments are well documented in any number of references, see, e.g., Roth 1979). 

Moreover, the philosophical underpinning of these early examples dates back even further, to the 

late 1800s, and are found in classical city planning literature. Likewise, similar "traffic calming" 

techniques such as throttling down streets at intersections on collector/arterials, one-way loops 

for shopping districts, and pedestrian and transit malls were all considered and/or implemented 

as part of major urban renewal projects in the 1960s and 70s in Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania), St. 

Paul (Minnesota), and elsewhere (Lyles 2000). The point is that while traffic calming is often 

labeled as a "new" approach, its fundamental tenets effectively predate motorized vehicular 

traffic and modern congestion/operations problems. Typically, early (e.g., Pittsburgh in the late 

1960s) debates about the use of various techniques pitted architects and city/urban planners 

against civil and traffic/transportation engineers. The former typically wanted more small-scale 

so-called walkable or pedestrian-friendly environments while the latter were more concerned 

about maintaining traffic flow and minimizing delay. Typically, both sides argued that their 

solutions were "safer." These same issues are being debated today although more 

traffic/transportation engineers appear to be open to trying traffic calming techniques. Much of 
.. 

'·I 

the recent literature actually under the rubric of traffic calming deals with the general notion of 

calming traffic versus enhancing flow and not necessarily with the specifics of"what happened" 

in terms of measurable outcomes when various traffic calming applications were implemented. 

One-Way Street Operations and Two-Way to One-Way Conversions 

By contrast to the traffic calming literature, the search on one-way street operation yielded 

citations going back as far as the 1930s. Much of the "research" is, however, anecdotal and 
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many conversions, both to and from one-way operation, are likely not reported in the literature as 

such projects do not often lead to publishable "research results" per se. This point 

notwithstanding, a considerable portion of the material that follows is from practitioners 

reporting on actual conversions from one-way to two-way operations. 

The more specific issue of converting from one-way (back) to two-way street operations is a 

reversal of a long-standing traffic engineering approach to easing traffic congestion and 

enhancing traffic flow. Among the earlier references on one-way streets, Canning and Eldridge 

(1937) and Burch (1938) indicate that one-way streets can be implemented (on an appropriate 

existing network) virtually without cost, and that they decrease congestion, increase running 

speed, eliminate certain kinds of crashes (e.g., head-on collisions), are easier to drive on (driver 

attention needs are decreased through the elimination of the need to consider/monitor oncoming 

traffic), and signal progression is easier to attain. On the negative side, sometimes travel 

distances are Increased (depending on destination location on the "other" street in the pair) and 

some kinds of crashes may be increased-e.g., pedestrians have to cross more lanes of traffic and 

potentially more intersections. Finally, there may be some driver confusion when different parts 

of the same street operate in different modes (i.e., one segment is two-way, another is one-way). 

More recently, a two-to-one-way conversion in Michigan was reported on by Enustun (1969) 

and included some fairly specific results for trunkline two-way-to-one-way pair conversions in 

Kalamazoo and Lansing. The average speed increased from 18.1 to 23.5 mph in Kalamazoo and 

from 25.3 to 28.2 in Lansing. There was some indication that rush-hour volumes also 

increased-the one-way arterials presumably attracting traffic from other local streets. Travel 

distances (apparently derived in part from an analysis of volumes) did not appear to have 

increased-providing at least anecdotal evidence that one of the assumed negative aspects of 

such conversions was not always realized. The safety-related results were mixed with 

Kalamazoo experiencing an overall decrease in crashes while Lansing experienced an overall 
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increase. For both cities, there were "considerable" reductions in rear-end and mid-block crashes 

and some increase in pedestrian involvement. No information was provided regarding crash 

severity although it seems possible that with the increase in speed, that severity may have 

increased as well. 

An experiment in Jacksonville, Florida, where a four-lane, two-way bridge (on a larger 2.8 

mile section of highway) was converted to one-way operation dudng peak hours, was reported 

on by Temple (1983). While not a conversion to a one-way pair per se, this experiment (which 

was later continued) was controlled and monitored reasonably closely. Results included a virtual 

doubling of capacity in one direction, a reduction in stopped delay at a downstream toll plaza by 

78%, and an increase in average running speed of 56%. Travelers in the non-peak direction 

(who could not use the facility during the peak hour) were forced to use alternative routes. 

Again, while this action is not consistent with the exact type of conversions of concern here, the 

results are generally consistent with those experienced elsewhere. 

In another related study of two-way to one-way operation, Gattis and Stover (1989) undertook 

a survey to ascertain citizen perceptions with regard to changing Texas freeway frontage roads 

from two-way to one-way operation. In Texas cities, access to and from freeways and land uses 

adjacent to the freeways is often provided by frontage roads. In congested or high-volume areas, 

the frontage roads are typically one-way, while in less congested/low-volume areas, frontage 

roads are two-way. As volume/congestion increases, the frontage roads are sometimes changed 

from two-way to one-way operation. While freeway frontage roads are clearly different than 

urban arterials, the response of the citizens to such changes is still interesting with respect to 

perceived impacts. Responses of citizens were also compared to those of an expert advisory 

panel. In general a slight majority of the respondents favored one-way operation (compared to 

92% of the advisory panel) although approximately 90% of the respondents thought adjacent 

business (relatively far from a cross-over) would be hurt (versus -60% of the advisory panel). 
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Only -3% of the citizens thought two-way operation was safer (versus 8% of the advisory panel) 

while-55% thought capacities would increase (versus 83% of the advisory panel). As noted, 

while freeway frontage roads are significantly different from trunklines operating through cities, 

the citizen concerns seem (intuitively) to be similar-safety is perceived to be much better while 

capacity (and presumably delay) is perceived to be somewhat improved while some business 

may suffer. 

Hocherman et al. (1990) examined the safety aspects of one-way versus two-way streets in 

more detail. In their literature review, the authors note that prior research has shown that, 

generally, the two-way to one-way conversion results in an increase in travel speed and a 

decrease in the number of stops and total travel time. In addition, volumes and trip lengths are 

increased. One-way streets also have fewer points of potential conflict at intersections. They 

also report that some studies have shown a crash decrease of20-30% with mid-block crashes 

being reduced by a greater amount. The safety studies have, however, typically been conducted 

in central business districts (CBDs) and/or on arterial streets. In the actual study done by the 

authors (in Jerusalem), crash rates were examined and disaggregated by type of roadway and 

location and were not restricted to CBD areas or arterials-rather all types· of streets were 

studied. For non-CBD locations, one-way streets resulted in higher crash rates than two-way 

streets for all street types. The results for CBD streets were inconclusive because of small 

sample size. The higher rates could not be explained by differences in pavement width, free 

speed, or pedestrian volumes. The authors suggest that while one-way operation may increase 

safety in crowded, high-volume areas such as CBDs (based on earlier research), this may not be 

the case in other, more residential areas where one-way operation may be contraindicated. 

One-Way to Two-Way Conversions 

More to the point of the current work, in recent years there has been a movement to convert 

one-way streets (and one-way pairs, sometimes called couplets) back to two-way operation. 
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Indeed, most of the pre-1990 sources are about conversion TO one-way operation. By contrast 

most of the post-1990 sources are about conversion FROM one-way operation. The latter has 

generally been done in the name oftraffic calming. One example ofthis trend has occurred in 

Denver where apparently long-standing (from the late 1940s and early 50s) one-way streets were 

converted back to two-way operation (Dorroh and Kochevar 1996). In Denver, they note that 

one-way operation increases capacity 20-50% as many turning conflicts are eliminated which, in 

tum, also reduces crash potential. However, many of these relatively long streets (in Denver), 

which were used to disperse CBD-oriented traffic to the suburbs, went through residential 

neighborhoods. At least some of the citizens residing in these neighborhoods had sought (since 

the mid-1970s) to have these facilities converted to two-way operations. Studies in the 1970s, 

which focused primarily on traffic operations issues, apparently indicated that the congestion that 

would result from the conversion was untenable, and the streets were not converted. In the early

to-mid 1980s, with a shift in the political power structure with more attention being paid to 

neighborhood concerns, conversion was again considered with the result that several one-way 

pairs were converted back to two-way operation. The reactions were mixed. One pair which 

handled 7,500 and 7,000 vehicles per day (largely directional flows) before conversion handled 

600 and 11,600 after conversion. One street of the pair was designated as a local street while the 

other was designated as an arterial-the arterial street now carried both AM and PM peak traffic 

rather than just one peak. Predictably, those living on the street With the higher volumes were 

less favorable than those whose street was now "local." Other conversions were more or less 

successful depending on a variety of factors: some conversions were very successful because the 

pair did not carry extensive traffic and there were no significant shifts in congestion; others were 

perceived to be less successful because of parking problems and more limited access to 

downtown. Changes in traffic speeds and safety, if any, were not documented in the article. 

However, the clear lesson that the authors cite was the need for the community to be involved in 
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the entire planning of the conversion process and that conversions not be undertaken until 

consensus is reached. The implication of the article is that everyone needs to be involved in the 

process and to realize what will happen as a result of such conversions and that the affected 

neighborhoods must "sign off' on the changes in some way. A successful conversion project 

was as much a political exercise as a technical one. 
) 

An example of an evaluation of a proposed conversion of a long-standing one-way pair back 

to two-way operation is provided by the City of Portland (Oregon). The study is documented in 

a "technical memorandum" by the city's Office of Transportation and is entitled "Broadway-

Weidler Corridor Plan" (City of Portland 1996). Basically, this one-way pair (couplet) of streets 

(Broadway and Weidler) serves as a "neighborhood collector" supporting neighborhood-oriented 

commercial development. However, it is also designated as a major multi-modal arterial 

(including bicycle lanes)-changing the pattern of operation in this corridor was a major 

undertaking (imlike some of the changes that were accomplished in Denver on relatively under-

utilized streets). Alternatives that were investigated ranged from retaining the couplet to a 

complete "de-coupling" through the entire corridor. Other alternatives were basically de-

coupling the streets through part of the corridor. Issues that were .considered in the evaluation 

included: bicycle provisions, pedestrian use, transit operations, traffic operations, on-street 

parking, heavy vehicle utilization, and neighborhood access. While numerous technical 

exercises were done (e.g., traffic was assigned to the various links for the different alternatives 

and capacity analyses were done for current and 2015 volumes for each link and intersection), 

the impacts of each alternative were summarized (more or less qualitatively) in a typical multi-

objective format. Table 1 is an illustration of the layout and the types of comments that were 

made (selected illustrative comments from only one alternative are shown). 
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Transportation Advantages Disadvantages 
Element 
Bicycles bike lanes westbound on Broadway and increased vehicle congestion 

eastbound on Weidler for greater vehicle/bicycle 
conflicts 

Pedestrians fewer high volume streets to cross pedestrian crossing of two-
way Broadway more difficult 
than one-way at unsignalized 
intersections 

Transit consolidated transit routing on Broadway bus stopping in traffic on two-
way Broadway would delay 
traffic and impact transit 
operation 

Traffic significant reduction in traffic volumes on reduced level of service and 
Weidler (from 18,000 to 6,000 daily difficult crossing two-way 
vehicles) Broadway at unsignalized 

cross streets 

On-Street Parking increased on specific streets decreased on specific streets 

Heavy Vehicles truck movement patterns would be similar use of travel lanes for loading 
to today would not be possible 

Neighborhood more difficult neighborhood 
Access access at some intersections 

due to left-tum problems 

Source: Ctty of Portland 1996, table 2, page 8 

In the final analysis, the conversion back to two-way operation was not recommended based (it 

would appear) on the grounds of increased congestion and the non-fulfillment of some 

neighborhood goals. The types of impacts that were explicitly considered included the 

following: 

./ bicycle lanes accommodation 

./ vehicle/bicycle interactions 

./ pedestrian environment (e.g., pedestrian-friendly geometry) 

./ pedestrian safety (e.g., crossing one-way street is easier) 

./ pedestrian interaction with street traffic 

./ enhanced pedestrian signals 

./ transit routes 

./ transit interaction with other vehicles (e.g., stop location) 
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,f enhancement of transit usage (e.g., better access) 
,f increasing/decreasing volumes on different streets 
,f increase in number oflanes on more heavily traveled streets (after conversion) 
,f decrease in (or under-utilization of) lanes on less heavily traveled streets (after conversion) 
,f level of service mid-block and intersections during peak and off-peak hours 
,f signal progression 
,f left-tum conflicts 
,f increase/decrease in crash frequencies 
" increase/decrease in on-street parking 
,f truck accommodation-both through trucks and local deliveries 
,f neighborhood access (e.g., left turns in to and out of residential neighborhoods 
,f increased/decreased traffic diversion into neighborhoods 

In addition to the traffic-oriented impacts just listed, there was also considerable attention 

given to the impacts that the conversion alternatives would have on neighborhood goals and 

objectives (including public acceptance), businesses in the area, accomplishing regional 

objectives, and other broader-scale concerns .. In the analysis/evaluation no thresholds were given 

for what was "acceptable" (e.g., intersection LOS must be maintained at C or better), rather the 

evaluation seemed to deal primarily with absolute and relative differences between the 

alternatives. This study serves to illustrate the complexity that can be involved in street 

operation conversions and how the important issues are often "local" in nature. 

Another study from Portland (City of Portland 2000) was directed to the consideration of 

another couplet, the Belmont-Morrison project. The approach that was used was quite similar to 

that for the Broadway-Weidler corridor. This investigation also resulted in a recommendation to 

not de-couple the existing one-way pair. The primary factors mitigating against de-coupling 

were degradation of traffic operations, failure of other alternatives to meet a citizen advisory 

committee's design objective, elimination of parking near businesses, and lack of support for the 

de-coupling option. The latter was gauged through a broad survey of corridor residents and an 

"open house" that was held to explain the alternatives to interested parties. The overall 

"alternatives evaluation summary matrix" is provided in appendix 4. The exercise for this 

corridor again supports the notion that there needs to be a thorough and comprehensive review of 
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impacts of proposed changes, that the affected interest groups (e.g., residents, business interests) 

need to be fuJly involved in the planning and evaluation process, and that decisions to "convert" 

or not are likely to be based on not only traditional traffic operations considerations but also 

specific local concerns. 

Brown and Fitzsimons (1997) report on a similar process that took place in Sacramento 

(California). Although the source article did not contain as much detail as the Portland case 

studies, the traffic calming plan for downtown Sacramento was seven years in the making and a 

very politicaJly-charged undertaking. The conversion of a one-way pair to two-way operation 

was one part of the overaJI calming plan. Of interest in this report was the fact that the expressed 

need for traffic calming originated in two neighborhoods adjacent to the CBD which were 

experiencing considerable through commuter traffic. Related issues that arose included the need 

to accommodate buses and emergency vehicles (a one-day field simulation using traffic cones 

was actuaJly undertaken) and where diverted traffic would end up (e.g., are adjacent 

neighborhoods negatively impacted when one neighborhood is "calmed?"). It was also noted 

that a fuJI Environmental Impact Report (as required by the California Environmental Quality 

Act) had to be prepared as part of the process. The most salient feature of this article was the 

identified need for a consistent and meaningful interaction among the various players (e.g., 

political figures, technical staff, different neighborhood interest groups) when developing, 

discussing, and implementing the traffic calming plan. It is interesting to note that this "finding" 

(and similar comments from several other sources) are no different than those historically made 

regarding the planning process for ANY significant transportation-related project. The need for 

effective and ongoing community involvement in planning transportation system elements is no 

different now than it was in the 1960s when there were major debates over projects such as the 

Embarcadero Freeway in San Francisco and the proposed 1-95 route through the Boston area 

which resulted in the weJI-documented Boston Transportation Planning Review. The topics and 
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scale may be different (i.e., freeway alignments versus traffic calming), but the concerns of 

citizens and how to deal with them are not. 

A less controversial conversion of one-way to two-way operation occurred in the Lubbock 

(Texas) CBD in 1995 (Hart 1998). The initial impetus for the conversion came from an ad hoc 

group of citizens which, in tum, resulted in a review by a formal citizens' advisory commission 

and, eventually, professional staff. Throughout the process, the professional staff was highly 

responsive to community needs and a good relationship was developed--the staff was viewed as 

being very inclusive with respect to planning and implementing traffic operations changes. The 

eventual recommendation was to convert to two-way operations. The advantages and 

disadvantages that were cited included: 

advantages 

./ less confusion for motorists, especially visitors 

./ improved access to adjacent properties (primarily businesses) 

./ reduced travel distance to destination 

disadvantages 

./ cost of conversion (approximately $50,000) 

./ increased congestion 

./ reduced effectiveness of two-way signal progression 

./ smaH town look 

./ unlikely conversion back to one-way operation if additional capacity was needed later 

With respect to the traffic operations-related .concerns, the highest peak hour volume on either 

existing street of the one-way pair was less than 600 vph and two-way volumes were less than 

1,000 vph. Thus; the congestion-related disadvantages were not significant. The conversion was 

accomplished and monitored with the result that traffic volumes have remained approximately 

the same and crash frequencies have increased slightly (but the change was within the limits of 

year-to-year fluctuations). The responses from businesses and others have vi.rtually all been 

positive with businesses actually reporting minor growth after several years of decline. Indeed, 
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the "small town look" which was originally perceived as a negative has been turned in to a 

positive for this medium-sized city of200,000. 

The relatively easy and "stress-free" conversion in Lubbock, versus the more controversial 

experiences elsewhere, can be attributed to the relatively low level of impact of the conversion 

(e.g., traffic volumes are quite low in comparison), the fact that the original proposal for the 

conversion came from the affected community, and the positive way in which professional staff 

and the community interacted. The conversion was also a "stand-alone" project, not related to 

other traffic calming changes or public issues. 

Another relatively low profile change from one-way to two-way operation on selected streets 

was accomplished in Lansing (Michigan) in 1999 (City ofLansing 1999). The changes were 

proposed as part of an overall comprehensive planning process for the downtown area which had 

been developed by technical staff with considerable input from citizens and various interest 

groups in the city. The driving factors in the consideration of the reversal of the long-standing 

one-way system were considered to be to make the downtown area more accessible for local 

residents and more "driver-friendly" for visitors. It should also be noted that there is 

considerable unused capacity in the downtown Lansing street system. Public involvement was 

accomplished in the original comprehensive planning exercise, through flyers to residents and 

businesses in the affected areas, and in presentations at various public meetings. The technical 

analysis that was done showed that there would be some loss of on-street parking, the 

intersections could easily handle off-peak flows and peak flows would be handled at an 

acceptable level. An analysis of traffic crashes indicated that no significant change in safety was 

predicted-the potential increase because of increased conflict points in some intersections 

would be offset by savings in other types of mid-block and some pedestrian crashes. Finally, it 

was recommended that conversions be undertaken in two phases to mitigate confusion. The first 
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• phase of the conversion has been completed (at this point), and there have not been significant 

problems encountered. 

Jossi (1998) also notes that downtown one-way to two-way conversions have also beendone 

in Toledo (Ohio) and are being considered in St. Paul (Minnesota) and Albuquerque (New 

Mexico). Although not technically detailed, Jossi notes that these conversions are being 

considered or done as part of downtown rejuvenation/growth activities. The fears are basically 

related to the added congestion of operating two-way streets on sometimes limited street widths. 

Not all of the downtown interests have been in favor of these changes, although detailed 

arguments were not presented. The conflicts reported by Jossi appear to be classic ones between 

planners/ downtown development coordinators and traffic operations-oriented concerns. 

Folks et al. (1998) report on a significant project undertaken in San Francisco which, in 

addition to conversion of a one-way street to two-way operations, also included provision of 

improved transit service. The message that the authors deliver with respect to this successful 

conversion is one of process rather than resolving particularly thorny technical issues. Unlike 

some of the other successful conversion projects, this one was conceived by technical staff as a 

remedy for transit operations (delay) problems. Once identified as an alternative, the conversion 

of the one-way street was evaluated from a technical perspective (i.e., was it technically feasible) 

and, when determined to be feasible, presented to the public through a long and specified review 

procedure to ensure both public understanding and acceptance of the proposed project. The 

public process included public meetings, informational flyers, numerous press releases, meetings 

with key businesses and others that might be affected (adversely or otherwise), and working with 

several layers of commissions and review panels. While this project is viewed as a "public 

relations success" (Folks et al. 1998: p36), it should be noted that this was a project that was 

largely conceived of by technical staff and then "sold" (albeit very effectively) to the public 
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instead of being conceived by a citizens or other interest group. Nonetheless, the well-run 

process is still identified as a key factor in the ultimate decision to implement the changes. 

Providing more of an overview of the current interest in converting one-way operations back 

to two-way is work by Forbes (1998) where the reasons and conventional wisdom for converting 

to one-way operations starting in the 1950s are outlined as well as the current reasons (and 

conventional wisdom) for converting from one-way to two-way operations in the 1990s. In the 

1950s, one-way streets were seen as an opportunity to rid CBDs of congestion without 

construction of new facilities and as being supportive of increasing business and shopping 

activity in downtown areas. Indeed, Forbes cites the advocacy of the US Chamber of Commerce 

for one-way streets as being characteristic of the support that this technique had garnered 

(Chamber of Commerce of the United States 1954). Interestingly, increased business is also seen 

as a prime reason for the current interest in converting back to two-way operations. Forbes 

addresses this ·apparent contradiction (Forbes 1998: p27): 

It is not that the one-way street strategy has failed, or that traffic volumes have subsided 
to levels commensurate with two-way streets. The one-way streets achieved the 
objective of ameliorating traffic congestion, and traffic volumes are higher than ever. 
However, in the 1990s the prevailing wisdom among urban planners and designers is 
that a busy street, a somewhat congested street, is an indicator of a healthy business 
environmenL Moving cars into and/or through the downtown is no longer the objective. 
The new objective is to reduce speeds and volumes of vehicular volume to a level that is 
compatible with pedestrian traffic. One of the strategies for achieving this objective is 
converting from one-way streets to two-way streets. 

Forbes goes on to indicate that economic decline was perceived to be a symptom of the 

congestion problem (and that one-way streets were, therefore, solutions). However, he indicates 

that this linkage has never been made in any substantive way. He does relate an experience in 

Hamilton (Ontario, Canada) where the· Canadian Automobile Association commissioned a poll to 

examine the stated preferences of downtown shoppers for one-way and two-way street systems 

(Hamilton currently has many one-way streets). In response to a question regarding whether 

their shopping habits would change (as a result of such a conversion downtown), 82% said they 
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would not change, 10% would increase their downtown shopping visits (with a change), and 8% 

would decrease their downtown shopping visits. Overall, Forbes posits the relationship between 

economic activity and access/circulation patterns as being extremely difficult to adequately 

define and that to link significant changes of any one independent variable such as conversion 

from one-way to two-way street operations to downtown economic vitality is extremely 

questionable (at least as a general rule). 

Finally, Stemley (1998) outlines the general case against converting from one-way street 

operations back to two-way operations in downtown areas. While acknowledging certain 

shortcomings of one-way patterns (e.g., confusion of some visitors, some extra travel distances, 

longer walk paths to transit stops, possible delay of emergency vehicles), he disposes of them as 

being relatively minor inconveniences (and most likely easily remedied for the most part). He 

also takes issue with the concerns of businesses about the adverse affect of such patterns (with 

arguments similar to those of Forbes noted earlier). He then reiterates the key reasons for one

way systems, grouping the benefits in three areas: safety (decreases in pedestrian and certain 

types of intersection crashes due to lower numbers of conflict points at intersections and 

elsewhere), capacity (increases in capacity and operating speed along with decreases in delay 

time), and convenience (mid-block pedestrian crossings are easier to accomplish, allowing on

street parking is more likely, RTOR and LTOR movements are safer and easier). An unabashed 

supporter of one-way streets, he closes with the statement that "By changing to a two-way 

system, a large backward step will be taken which will result in downtown that is less inviting 

than it is now" (Stemley 1998: p50). While not questioning the findings that he cites, it should 

be noted that many are based on studies in New York City (done in the 1950s and 70s). 

The consensus on one-way streets may well be represented in a couple of basic references on 

traffic engineering. For example, in ITE's Residential Street Design and Traffic Control 

(Hamburger eta!. 1989) it is noted that one-way streets (and/or pairs) have the effect of: 
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reducing through volumes when used to create discontinuities in residential areas; increasing 

speeds (which can be countered in residential areas by shortening the one-way links); 

minimizing starts and stops (as a result, for example, of good signal progression) and reducing 

noise, pollutant emission, and energy consumption; and being inherently safer than two-way 

streets due to the elimination of two-way friction. A similar list of advantages is presented by 

McShane et al. (1998) who cited the ease of signal progression, the elimination of many left-tum 

conflicts, and general safety and capacity benefits as advantages for one-way streets (they were 

not restricted to the residential street context). Finally, the ITE's Traffic Engineering Handbook 

(Pline 1992) summarizes the one- versus two-way operations issues in the following way: 

advantages include positive effects on capacity and delay, positive effects on traffic safety (in 

general), and a reduction in congestion; and disadvantages include some motorists traveling extra 

distances to their destinations, some migration of turning movement problems, confusion of 

some motorists (especially strangers), some potential adverse impacts on transit operations (e.g., 

increased distances to stops), and some possibly adverse impacts on emergency vehicle access. 

The excerpted section on one-way street operation from this important and widely-used reference 

is provided in appendix 5. Included in this excerpt is a listing of"criteriaforuse of one-way 

streets" which is useful in general and also as a guide in u~dertaking evaluations of one-way to 

two-way conversions. This is also discussed later in the last section of this report. 

PRACTITIONER SURVEY 

In addition to a review of the literature, a survey of practitioners was also undertaken. As 

noted earlier, in this instance several of the journal publications recounted in the prior section 

were from practitioners. Moreover, some of the materials received as a result of the survey were 

also reported in the previous section (e.g., the corridor reports from Portland, Oregon). The 

survey was distributed by e-mail although there were both telephone and e-mail follow-ups. The 

primary purpose of the survey was to ascertain whether there was much activity in terms of 
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conversions from one-way to two-way operation. The basic list of e-mail contacts had been 

assembled as part of a prior research project where responsive representatives of state DOTs and 

state police agencies had been identified. This list was then supplemented through the 

identification of consultants thought to be active in traffic calming, practitioners identified by 

MDOT, and referrals from the original list (i.e., any one receiving the survey was asked for 

referrals to others who might have something to offer). The survey instrument for the conversion 

project was combined with a similar instrument for a related project about allowing parking on 

state trunklines. The survey was sent out and then a follow-up was sent to anyone who had not 

responded to the first solicitation. Separate copies were also sent to individuals identified in 

some other way or who were referrals from initial respondents. In total, contact was attempted 

with 193 individuals. A full listing of contact names, type of agency, survey response status, and 

follow-up status is provided in a spreadsheet in appendix 6. 

A copy of the complete instrument (which includes introductory information, respondent 

identification information, and so forth) is provided in appendix 7 while the basic questions that 

were asked about one-way to two-way conversions are reproduced below: 

• Has your organization done any projects that involved changing .one-way operations 
to two-way? 

• Has your organization produced any reports on the impacts of specific one-to-two
way conversions or on such conversions in general? 

• Does your organization have policies, guidelines, or warrants on allowing (or when 
to do) one-to-two-way conversions? 

• Has your organization done any projects, produced any reports, or have any policies 
or guidelines on the REVERSE type of conversions (i.e., two-way to one-way 
conversions)? 

While the overall response rate was reasonable (72 responses [of some sort] from 193 total 

contacts), the number that had information to offer on conversions from one-way to two-way 

operations, 14, was disappointing. Even fewer of these, five (5), had written information (e.g., 
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reports) that could be shared. Still fewer, two (2) had any sort of policy actually relating to such 

conversions. The remaining nine (9) had done conversion projects but did not have 

documentation that could be readily shared. A table showing the individual responses to thee

mail survey (not counting some other interview-type responses) is provided in appendix 8. 

There were follow-up conversations (either phone or e-mail) with several sources. These are 

reported in anecdotal form. The traffic engineer for Jackson (Michigan) (Smith 2000), where the 

conversion of several one-way streets is being considered, indicated that the rationale for the 

current proposal was similar to that noted in the literature review: when the original conversion 

was made (25 years ago) the goal was to get traffic to go around downtown whereas now the 

goal is to get people to go downtown (for business enhancement). 

This same sort of view was expressed by a representative of Mountain View (California) 

(Burke 2000). While Mountain View has not had one-to-two-way conversions per se, Burke 

indicated that the city wanted to decrease the number of lanes through the downtown area, make 

the area more pedestrian friendly, and generally de-emphasize the goal of maximizing vehicle 

speeds through downtown. He viewed one-way streets, in general, as being counterproductive in 

this context and cited several cities (that he knew of) that had "awful" one-way street systems, 

specifically Tulsa (Oklahoma) and Astoria (Oregon). 

While not necessarily the avowed advocate for enhancing the pedestrian environment that 

Burke purported to be, an Oregon DOT representative (Wood 2000) noted that Oregon 

conversion projects that he was aware of(including the Portland projects discussed in the 

literature review and a project in Salem) were primarily done to enhance neighborhood livability 

and bicycle and/or pedestrian environments. He characterized the interests who favor conversion 

as citizens and sometimes city councils while those opposed are more likely to include traffic 

engineers and sometimes businesspeople who perceive that their businesses will be hurt. 
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Some interesting comments were made by Duane Ellis (2000), an engineer for the City ofMt. 

Pleasant (Michigan) where a conversion had been done in the downtown area. Ironically, in Mt. 

Pleasant, the original one-way system had been implemented in the late 1970s as part of a larger 

"streetscape" project with the goal of making a more pedestrian friendly downtown. More 

recently, a downtown business group proposed the conversion back to two-way operation to 

enhance business in the area. There was some opposition from nearby residents who were afraid 

that the conversion back to two-way operation would be too confusing and safety would 

deteriorate. Upon conversion, there have apparently been no negative results and most of the 

businesses and residents are at least satisfied with the conversion. 

Contact with staff in San Luis Obispo (California), Battle Creek (Michigan), and in West 

Virginia (Smith 2000, Pheres 2000, and Lewis 2000, respectively) yielded reasons for proposed 

or implemented conversions as: increasing safety, reducing congestion, merchant/business 

complaints about congestion, and reducing high speeds. These comments are reasonably 

consistent with those noted elsewhere (although some contradictions were also noted-these will 

be discussed later). 

Overall, the survey results were somewhat disappointing (while the response rate was 

adequate, the substantive responses were relatively few in number). However, assuming that the 

responses that were received are characteristic of the state of the practice, it would appear that 

the rationale for changes in one-way to two-way operation is generally consistent with what was 

noted in the literature review. While the original impetus for converting to one-way operation 

was to ease traffic flow/operations, the current "reverse" conversions are concerned with 

downtown and/or neighborhood enhancement. 

SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION 

The literature review and survey of practitioners provided less information that had originally 

been hoped but the consistency of information that was obtained from a variety of sources 
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indicates that a more than adequate picture of the state of the art/practice with respect to 

conversion from one-way to two-way operations has been obtained. The following paragraphs 

are addressed to the original objectives of the project and how they have been achieved. 

Principal Findings 

Two of the most significant findings of this review are that the single most important factor in 

a successful conversion from one-way to two-way operations is a meaningful public involvement 

process (supported by straightforward technical studies) and that articulated guidelines for such 

conversions (e.g., threshold volumes) do not seem to exist. Rather, as one engineer (Wood 2000) 

put it, a (straightforward) traffic study will tell you whether such conversions are technically 

feasible or not. Beyond that, opinion regarding whether one-way streets are a good idea or not 

runs the gamut from Burke (2000) "in virtually all [reasonable] circumstances, one-way streets 

should be removed" to Stemley (1998) "by changing to a two-way system, a large backward step 

will be taken which will result in a downtown that is less inviting than it is right now." 

Beyond these two points, there is great variance in the results of planning and implementing 

conversions. For example, in largely residential areas where one-way streets are not serving 

high volumes (and two-way volumes could be easily handled), conversion of one-way streets 

back to two-way operation seems likely to be favored by residents and of little concern to 

whatever small number of through motorists are present. On the other hand, in established and 

congested downtown areas or on heavily used commuter routes where development over the 

years has been predicated on one-way operations, both technical and public acceptance issues are 

likely to be significantly more substantial. 

With respect to more specific objectives of this project: 

• The traffic characteristics before and after conversion (e.g., traffic volumes, operating 
speeds) are completely dependent on local conditions. Depending on pre- and post
conversion traffic patterns, an even daily split in traffic volumes between the two streets of a 
one-way pair can be expected to shift dramatically-one street becomes the principal two
way route in to or through an area while the other experiences significantly less volume. 
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(Although it can easily be imagined where there would be exceptions to this "rule.") 
Operating speeds can be expected to decrease, assuming that there are not significant 
geometric changes as part of the conversion. This assertion is based on the fact in most 
instances, conversion to one-way operation resulted in higher speeds-it stands to reason that 
conversion back to two-way will have the opposite effect. Indeed, lowering vehicle speeds is 
often perceived as an objective and positive benefit of converting to two-way operation. 
Finally, unless there are geometric changes, capacity and level of service will almost always 
decrease after a conversion to two-way. Indeed, if the post-conversion level of service is not 
unacceptable, it may well be that the conversion will face minimal opposition (at least from a 
traffic operations perspective). 

• Changes in crash frequencies and/or patterns (e.g., did crash frequency increase, did the type 
and/or severity of crashes change) are a little less clear. The prevailing wisdom with the 
original conversions to one-way operation was that there would be significantly fewer 
crashes (and crash rates) as a result of conversion. This was the result of, for example, fewer 
conflict points at intersections. Pedestrian safety was also generally perceived to be 
enhanced with one-way operation because of such things as making the street-crossing 
maneuver easier to undertake (e.g., the pedestrian only has to be concerned with traffic from 
one direction at intersections) and the ability to provide mid-block crosswalks. Some recent 
studies have, however, found that one-way operations are not necessarily inherently safer 
than two-way operations. Moreover, overall increases in crash frequencies have not been 
regularly reported. It would seem that the improvement or degradation of general (and 
specifically pedestrian) safety would be largely dependent on a large number offactors (e.g., 
conflicting volumes, adjacent land use, whether parking is/was allowed) of which one- versus 
two-way traffic operation would be only one-these vary significantly on a case-by-case 
basis. 

• Motorist response to changes is often mentioned in the literature on conversions both to and 
from one-way operations. This typically seems to be an "up front" issue which apparently 
does not materialize as a significant issue later on (or, at least, has not been fully investigated 
later). By and large, the implication of most of the studies/experiences seems to be that 
people adapt reasonably quickly to the changes (whichever way they go). 

• Guidelines for when conversions are indicated/contraindicated do not seem to exist in any 
meaningful way. This was clear from the survey that was undertaken-very few (two) 
indicated that any sort of guideline existed, and they were never provided. On the other 
hand, it was fairly clear from larger-scale studies (e.g., in Portland, Oregon) that a standard 
multi-objective evaluation process was required when the proposed conversion projects were 
large or expected to be controversial. It should be noted that larger -scale conversions are 
more likely to involve state-numbered routes and, thus, require more systematic and 
comprehensive study. Examples were provided earlier in the body of the report and in an 
appendix. This is also discussed in more detail later. 

• Whether conversions are considered "successful" appears to be almost exclusively dependent 
on whether concerned citizens, businesspeople, and/or engineers think they are or not. At the 
same time, the trend to conversion back to two-way operation is fairly recent and there does 
not appear to be much in the way of long-term evaluation. If such evaluations are being 
done, they are not being widely reported. In any event, since conversions are being done in 
the larger context of traffic calming and executing downtown business enhancement 
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strategies, it will be quite difficult to isolate the effect of the conversions-when many 
variables are changed, it is quite difficult to attribute changes (e.g., in crash frequencies or 
rates) to changes in only one of those variables. 

• Similar to other points above, the costs of conversion varies substantially and are completely 
dependent on the scale of the conversion implementation. For example, if the one-way pair 
is through a largely residential area with little or no through traffic and carrying very low 
traffic volumes, a conversion could be accomplished with some minor changes in traffic 
control devices. On the other hand, a conversion through a congested area may involve 
substantial changes in signalization (including new and/or improved/updated signals) and 
geometric changes. · 

Consideration of One-Way to Two-Way Street Operation Conversions 

Notwithstanding the lack of published guidelines on one-way to two-way conversions, the 

review of the literature does yield suggestions for the variables and issues that should be 

considered when contemplating them. Recommendations are given below for the two 

overarching aspects of one-to-two-way conversions: the public involvement process; and the 

scope of the technical considerations. 

Public Involvement Process 

The following checklist is offered as a beginning point for the development of a public 

involvement process for operations conversions. The checklist is based on the review of the 

literature and the results of the practitioner survey. Of primary concern is the inclusion of 

different interest groups. 

,/ Define the "impact area," the spatial extent of the corridor where the impacts will be of most 
concern when the conversion to two-way operation is implemented. 

,/ IdentifY organized groups, jurisdiction-based bodies, and others who have an interest in the 
impact area. These would include formal (e.g., chamber of commerce) and informal groups 
of businesspeople in the area, neighborhood associations, special-interest groups (e.g., an 
organized group of bicyclists), planning and zoning commissions, citizen advisory groups 
(e.g., traffic advisory commissions, historical preservation groups), emergency services 
providers (e.g., police, fire, emergency medical service providers), schools, delivery services 
(e.g., UPS), city councilpersons, the media, and others. Using the impact area definition, all 
individual citizens and affected businesses should also be identified. Care should be taken to 
incorporate "special users" in the process (e.g., residents of elderly housing facilities in the 
corridor, schools). 
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../ Hold public information meetings early in the conversion planning process. This should be 
done when the conversion is first considered-the planning and implementation process must 
be inclusive rather than presented as a finished, polished proposal. Meetings should also be 
held with any identified groups-the implementation agency must be willing to go to 
meetings of potentially interested groups and individuals rather than expecting that these 
people will simply show up at general public information meetings . 

../ Disseminate information regarding all aspects of the conversion planning and 
implementation to the public and all identified interested groups via meetings, informational 
flyers, and the media. The type of information to be disseminated includes who is 
responsible for identifying the conversion for cOnsideration, a clear presentation of all 
pertinent information about the conversion (both "good news" and bad), and details about 
when/how implementation would occur. To the extent possible, supporters and non
supporters of the conversion should be present at various presentation. The state agency 
should not appear to be the only active evaluator in the process . 

../ Once the decision to implement the conversion is made, it should be clearly articulated why 
the decision was made. For example, what were the deciding factors. 

Technical Evaluation Issues 

A preliminary list of the types of things to be covered in the technical evaluation is given 

below. Depending on the scale, type, and location of the proposed conversion, the list may be 

considerably shortened (or even expanded). Not all issues will have as much saliency as others 

in all situations. All analysis should be done for existing conditions and for all defined 

alternatives (e.g., level-of-service calculations should be done for existing conditions and all 

alternatives). This list contains the issues/actions identified in the literature review (including 

items listed in the ITE's Traffic Engineering Handbook-see appendix 5 for additional details) 

and the state of the practice survey. 

overall planning and identification of alternatives 

../ define existing conditions 

../ define all conversion options to be considered (e.g., are there different limits that could be 
considered for "converted" segment or is it "all or nothing") 

../ identify role of streets in regional transportation network (e.g., is the existing one-way pair 
of local or regional significance) 

../ estimate current and future trip lengths that might be affected by conversion 

../ consistency of proposed conversions with neighborhood, city, and regional planning goals 
and objectives 
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traffic operations 

.,/ street and intersection capacities before and after conversion 

.,/ street and intersection levels of service before and after conversion 

.,/ geometric adequacy of the affected streets (e.g., pavement width) 

"---~-----------------~~ 

.,/ determine if minimally acceptable levels of service are achieved by all alternatives 

.,/ delay time on and off converted streets 

.,/ diversions to/from local system as a result of conversion 

.,/ estimate diversions to/from other through streets in corridor 

.,/determine if additional lanes (e.g., through corridor, turning lanes at intersections) required 
for conversion 

.,/ estimate decrease in (or under-utilization of) lanes on less heavily traveled streets (after 
conversion) 

.,/ impacts on signal progression 

.,/ changes in left-turn conflicts 

.,/ increase/decrease in crash frequencies (overall and for specific crash types) 

.,/ increase/decrease in on-street parking 

.,/ determine the level of accommodation of through truck and local delivery 

.,/ undertake traffic control device inventories and required changes (including placement of 
signs, markings, and signals) for different alternatives 

.,/ determine the adequacy of sight distances for new two-way operation (assuming that 
existing streets had been designed for one-way operation) 

.,/ parking requirements 

bicycle and pedestrian operations 

.,/ determine if bicycle lanes can be accommodated 

.,/ vehicle/bicycle interactions 

.,/ determine the location of major pedestrian generators and crossings 

.,/ changes in pedestrian environment (e.g., pedestrian-friendly geometry) 

.,/ pedestrian safety (e.g., adequate intersection and mid-block crossings for expected 
demand) 

.,/ pedestrian interaction with street traffic 

.,/ enhanced pedestrian signals 

transit operations 

.,/ transit route accommodation 

.,/ increased/decreased walking distances to transit stops (e.g., from major attractors) 

.,/ transit interaction with other vehicles (e.g., stop location) 

.,/ enhancement of transit usage (e.g., better access) 

neighborhood access 

" neighborhood access improved or degraded (e.g., left turns in to and out of residential 
neighborhoods) 

.,/ increased/decreased traffic diversion into neighborhoods 

.,/ elimination of through traffic on neighborhood streets 

.,/ increased traffic on some residential streets serving through traffic 
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commercial/business issues 

v" improved access to adjacent properties (primarily businesses) 
v" less confusion for motorists, especially visitors 
v" reduced travel distance to destination 
v" enhancement or degradation of downtown or commercial district 
v" access to major generators (e.g., large employers, community centers, parking structures) 

other issues/considerations 

v" cost of conversion 
v" public opinion 
v" origination of support (or non-support) 
v" environmental impacts (e.g., increased/decreased air pollution due to conversion) 
v" timing and duration of implementation 

This list of issues is not necessarily comprehensive nor would each item necessarily be 

relevant for every study. One of the first issues for the public involvement/planning process to 

consider is to identify which issues should be considered for any specific conversion proposal. 

·In addition, to.the extent possible, acceptable thresholds (for those variables that lend themselves 

to such measurements) should be discussed and established before technical analyses are done 

and results presented. For example, it should be established that level of service C is acceptable 

for an intersection prior to doing the analysis necessary to compute the level of service. 

One of the goals for this project was to establish guidelines for when conversions from one-

way to two-way operations might be advisable or acceptable. However, it is clear from the 

literature review and the survey responses that a single set of criteria is elusive. While traffic 

operation concerns can be the deciding factor in conversions (and especially if the operations-

' oriented outcomes are very bad), the ultimate impact of a conversion is extremely case-specific. 

Degradation in motorist delay, for example, is dependent on everything from simple traffic 

volumes to be accommodated to width of the streets to cross-street (and turning) volumes-what 

works in one area may result in an operations disaster elsewhere. 
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At the same time, the types of analyses that are implied in the "issues list" presented above 

are straightforward and are the staples of good traffic engineering practice. But, it is equally 

clear that not all of the important outcomes are neatly quantified or equally valued by all 

participants in the process. For example, in general, traffic engineers would probably favor 

alternatives that resulted in higher vehicle speeds (and lower delay) while it seems clear that 

others may view reasonably decreased (more pedestrian friendly) speeds in a more positive light. 

So, while it is important to do "good engineering" with respect to the outcomes of proposed 

conversions, it is as important to have an effective public involvement process where conflicting 

goals and objectives can be articulated. 

FUTURE WORK 

It is clear from the review of the literature and survey of practitioners that converting one-way 

pairs of streets back to two-way operations is a current fad of sorts. It is often discussed in the 

context of other projects consistent with traffic calming and generally improving downtowns. It 

is characteristic of the lack of knowledge about what makes downtowns and neighborhoods 

"work" that the effects of different traffic operations changes on business are largely unknown. 

It is similarly largely a matter of conjecture on even what the traffic operations impacts are when 

the one- to two-way conversions are implemented. There have been and are a fairly large 

number of conversions being considered in Michigan. The list includes Adrian, Jackson, 

Kalamazoo, Lansing, Mt. Pleasant, and Battle Creek. While not all of these conversions have (or 

will) included state trunklines, it seems appropriate that the impacts of some of these conversions 

on traffic operations should be evaluated in more depth. More ambitious work could also 

examine the relationship between these conversions and business/ downtown development 

patterns. 
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APPENDIX4 

Alternatives Evaluation Summary Matrix 

This matrix is taken from the "Belmont-Morrison Project Report & Recommendations" done by 
the Office of Transportation of the City of Portland (Oregon). It is illustrative of the type of 
evaluation done in support of determining whether a one-way pair of streets (couplet) should be 
converted to two-way operations. 
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BELMONT-MORRISON PROJECT 

Traffic Operations 
• Volume 

Average Daily volume, 
12th-20th Ave. (2015) 

• Over-capacity 
intersections 
Intersections with level-of
service 'E' or worse 

• Queuing at intersections 
% increase in cumulative 
length compared to No-Build 

• Diversion 
#of cars diverted during PM 
peak period 

• Speed 
Belmont 

Morrison 

Transit Operations 

Bicycle Operations 

On-Street 
Parking Supply 
Loss of spaces 

Pedestrian 
Environment 

Belmont: 15,900 
Morrison: 11,750 

0 

0 

AM: 23 mph 
PM: 27 

AM: 20mph 
PM: 19 mph 

• Least impact to 
travel times due to 
congestion 

• Speeding makes 
bicycling unsafe 

• One-way travel safer 
for bicycles 

-23 spaces 

• Fastertraffic speeds, 
less safe for 
pedestrians 

• More-gaps in traffic 
for crossing one-way 
streets at 
unsignalized 
intersections 

Matrix 

Belmont: 19,300 
Morrison: 5,350 

3 

AM: t560% 
PM: +150% 

300 

AM: 22mph 
PM: 20 

AM: 25 mph 
PM: 18 mph 

• Increased travel 
time due to 
congestion 

• Greater difficulty 
moving in and out of 

• Reduced traffic 
speeds 

• Two-way travel less 
safe for bicycles 

-53 spaces 

Belmont: 22,200 
Morrison: 4, 700 

3 

AM: +230% 
PM: +220% 

75 

AM: 21 mph 
PM: 20 
AM: 23 mph 
PM: 18 mph 

• Same as Att. A 

• Same as Att. A 

-58 spaces 

• Slower traffic speeds • Same as AH. A 

• Fewer gaps in traffic • Same as Alt. A 
crossing two-way 
streets 

Belmont: 22,950 
Morrison: 4, 700 

0 

AM: +160% 
PM: +120% 

0 

AM: 21 mph 
PM: 16 

AM: 23mph 
PM: 20 mph 

• Less travel time 
impact due to 
congestion than Ails. 
A orB 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

-83 spaces 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

j -, 
' I 



Land Use Impacts • East-west access to 
properties separated, 
impairs business 
visibility 

• Most street capacity 
and on-street parking 
supply available lor 
redevelopmemt 

• East-west access on 
same street 

• Business visibility on 
Belmont improved, 
reduced on Morrison 

• Driveway access 
more difficult on 
Belmont, less on 
Morrison 

• Parking and volume 
impacts associated 
with transition zone 
outside of residential 
neighborhood 

• Significant potential 
lor diversion of traffic 
on to adjacent streets 
during peak periods 

B£LMONT~MOr?RISON PROJECT 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Parking and volume 
impacts associated 
with transition zone 
at edge of residential 
neighborhood 

• Significant potential 
lor diversion of traffic 
to adjacent streets 
during peak periods 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Same as Alt. A 

• Parking and volume 
impacts associated 
with transition zone 
within neighborhood, 
adjacent business 
impacts 

• No traffic diversion 
to adjacent streets 
anticipated 

!: 
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APPENDIX5 

Excerpts from ITE's Traffic Engineering Handbook 

These excerpts are regarding one-way streets including a listing of"criteria for use of one-way 
streets." 
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330 Traffic Engineering Handbook 

One-way streets 

Most major streets and highways are originally designed for 
use by two-way traffic. The need for the adoption of one-way 
traffic regulations may arise from increased traffic usage. 
conflicts among vehicular flows and between pedestrians 
and vehicles. and the resulting congestion and accidents. 
Conversion to one-way street operation (often in conjunc~ 
tion with parking restrictions) may also be needed to pro
vide additional capacity to serve new development. 

In major activity centers. such as the central business 
district of a city with many high-traffic. closely spaced inter
sections. one· way regulations are frequently used because of 
traffic signal timing considerations and to improve street 
capacity. In the development of new activity centers such as 
shopping malls. sports arenas. and industrial parks. one-way 
regulations are sometimes included in original street and 
traffic plans. 

Some minor street and alleys are also designated for one
way operation because of limited width or in order to pre
vent through traffic within a neighborhood. 

One-way streets are generally operated in one of three 
ways: 

1. A street on which traffic moves in one direction at all 
times. 

2. A street that is normally one-way in a particular direction 
but at certain times is operated in the reverse direction to 
provide additional capacity in the predominant direction 
of flow. 

3. A street that normally carries two-way traffiC but which 
during peak traffic hours is operated as a one-way street. 
Such a street may be operated in one direction during the 



morning peak hour and in the opposite direction during 
the evening peak hour, with two-way traffic during all 
other hours. 

Advantages and disadvantages 

One-way regulations are generally used to reduce conges
tion and to increase the capacity of a street network. One
way streets may also affect safety and the types of uses on 
adjacent land. An· intersection of two one-way streets has 
substantially fewer potential conflicts than does an intersec
tion with two two-way streets, as shown by Figure Il-l. 

The following advantages may be expected in terms of 
capacity. satety, and operating conditions: 

Effect on capacity. Traffic conflicts and delay at inter
sections are a principal catise of congestion and longer travel 
time on two-wav urban streets. On one-way streets, turning 
movements are ~ot delayed by opposing vehicular traffic, but 
they may be obstructed by heavy pedestrian volumes and 
thus encounter significant delay. With one-way streets, more 
complete usc may be made of street pavements with unusual 
width. The capacity of a street may be increased by as much 
as 50% bv use of one-wav regulations (see Chapter 5). 

The i~creascd capac.ity afforded by one-way regulations 
may also make it possible to permit parking either part- or 

FiRure I t-1. Intersection conflicts. 

full-time on streets that, if operated as two-way streets, 
could not be used for parking. More efficient signal timing 
can also increase street capacity because of improved traffic 
progression between signalized intersections, as discussed 
in Chapter 9. 

Effect on safety. One-way streets with traffic signal 
controls at major intersections are more likely to have gaps 
in traffic for safer crossing movements by pedestrians and 
vehicles at other cross streets and driveways along the route. 
In addition, drivers and pedestrians crossing one-way streets 
need be concerned with and wait for traffic from only one 
direction. 

Numerous studies have shown that the conversion of two
way streets to one-way operation reduces total accidents on 
an order of IOo/o to 50%.' In some cases, specific kinds of 
accident.s are reduced even more. 

However, vehicles turning left out of one-way streets ap
pear to hit pedestrians significantly more frequently than do 
all other turning vehicles. probably because of automobile 
roof support pillars blocking the ,·iew of the crosswalk; which 

4J.A. Bruce. "One-Way Major Artenal Streets.." lmpro~·ed Street Uri~ 
fizalion Through Traffic Engineering. Highway Research Board Special 
Report 93. Washington, DC, May 1967. 

SOURCE: Manual of Geometric Design Standards for Canadian Roads, Roads and 
fransportation Association of Canada, Ottawa, 1986. p. Dl5. 

Intersection Conflicts 

4-leg Intersection single-lane 
approach no signal control 

4-log lntorsoctlan one-way 
streots no SIQnnl control 

_j 

L 

I 
L 

6 

0 

o· 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

Possible Cc:1flicts 

Diverging 6 

Merging 6 

Through-flow Crossing 4 

Turning-flow Crossing 12 

Number of Conflicts: 32 

Possible Conflicts 

Diverging 2 

Merging 2 

Through-flow Crossing 1 

Turning-flow Crossing 0 

Number of Conflicts: 5 
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is parallel to the original direction of travel. 5 Minor midblock 
collisions have been known to increase as a result of improper 
weaving by drivers to position themselves for an available 
parking space or to get in the proper lane for a turn. In ad
dition, transition areas between one-way and two-way opera
tions are frequently hazardous and require special traffic 
control treatment. 

Effect on operating conditions. A primary reason for 
use of one-way streets is to improve traffic operations and 
reduce congestion. The degree of improvement in operating 
conditions, travel time, and safety depends. of course, upon 
the particular operating elements of the previous situation. 
Generally, travel times can be reduced from I Oo/o to 50% and 
accidents by the same rate even with a slight increase in total 
traffic volumes.' (See Tables Il-l to 11-3.) 

Such general improvement in traffic operations must be 
balanced against the following disadvantages: 

'P.A. Habib and others. Analysis n( Pedesrrian Cm.I'.\Wafk Safety on 
One-H·Qy Street Networks. Report DOT-OS-70057. U.S. Department of 
Transportation. Washington. DC. September \978. 

6 P.A. Mayer, .. Onc!-Way Streets." Tra.[fi:c Control and Roadway 
Elements- Their Relationship to lliJdnvay Sa.fi:ty. Highway Users Fede_r
atlon for Safety and Mobility, Washington. DC. I 97 I. Chapter 10. 

1. Some motorists must travel extra distances to reach their 
destination. Overall. this extra distance will likely increase 
the amount of fuel used and the travel time. 

2. Changes in travel patterns will eliminate turning move
ments at some intersections and increase them at others, 
possibly resulting in new control problems at different lo
cations in the area. 

3. Strangers may become confused with the one-way street 
pattern, especially if network geometry is irregular or the 
one-way pattern is not uniform. Additional directional 
signing, pavement markings, channelization, and signal 
indications may be required to handle unexpected travel 
routing. 

4. Transit operations may be adversely affected if vehicles 
are forced to operate on two streets instead of one. Where 
a narrow strip of trip generators exists along one street, 
walking distances to the nearest bus stop for the desired 
travel direction may increase. 

5. Emergency vehicles may need to take a more circuitous 
route to reach some destinations. 

Effect on area economic conditions. In many cases, im
proved traffic movement and increased safety can produce 
broad economic benefits both to adjacent land users and 
to the general public. Nevertheless, when implementing a 
one-way street system. especially one involving commercial 

TARLI~ 11-1 

Change in Trarric Volume, Trip Time. and Number of Stops after Conver:o;ion to One-Way Operution. Fiflb Avenue, New York City 

Average Daily Tmffic Volume Average Trip Time cmin) Average Number of Stops 

Section Before After Change(%) Before After Change f'k) Before After Change(%) 

v.·ashingtOn Sq. to 23rd St. 15,265 18.722 +23 4.7 2.4 -49 3 -67 
[0.8 mi (I .3 km)} 

23n:l St. to 42nd St. 21,725 23.591 + 9 7.3 2.9 -60 5 -80 
!0.9 mi (l.4.S km)J 

-42Dd St. to 57lh St. 26,130 29.965 +IS 7.4 4.4 -3Q ' -40 
f0.7 mi 0.1 km)J 

57th St. to l38lh St. I 1.592 14.953 +29 22.4 16.4 -28 14.8 7 
_, 

f4.1 mi {6.6 km)J 
Totals (averages) (16,411) {19.595) (+19) 42.1 26.4 -37 27.8 11 -60 

SoURCE: J. A. BRUCE, "One-Way S~ts." lmprow:d Strut Urilization through Traffic Enginuring, Highway Re5ea!"Ch Board Special Repon 93, May 1967. 

TABLE 11-2 

Accident Cban~~:es and Traffic Characteristics on One-Way Streets. London, EnRiand 

Toaentwn Ct. Rd. • 
Baker St. • 
E.vb Ct. Rd.' 
Kmgs x• 
8olld St.' 
Plcadil!y• 

"'6 months bef(m and after. 
•3 months before and after. 

Mileage 

5.1 
2.1 
6.3 
2.5 
1.3 
1.3 

Percent 
Change 

in Traffic 
{Average Weekday) 

Volume 

+4 
+2 

+10 

+9 
-4 

Vehicle
Miles 

+8 
+3 

+12 
+ 18 
+ 14 

0 

-49 
-48 
-33 
-28 
-26 
-19 

Off Peak 
Each .. 

Direction 

Soua.CE: J. T. DuFF, ''Traffic Management," Conference on Engineering for Traffic, 1963, p. 49, 
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Percent Change in 
Travel Time 

-34 
-35 
-15 

0 
-38 
-12 

-43 
-65 
-27 
-27 
-15 _, 

PM Peak 

""" Direction 

-14 
-55 
-16 
+40 
-38 
-12 

Injury 

-21 
+4 

-27 
-3] 

0 
-14 

Percent 
Change in 
Accidents 

Pedes
orion 

-33 
-3 

-13 
-40 

0 
-32 



TABLE 11-.1 

Accidents and One-Way SUN' I.,, Nt•ll Yurl. ("it.' 

Number of A!..'CidC"nt~ 

~~ Sttoet and Length 
· Made One~ Way 

Mad1son A\'~ .. 
2Jrd St. to !35th 
St. 15.7 mi (9.2 
kmiJ 

Fifth Ave .. 
Washington Sq. 
to 38th St., 16.5 
mi (IO..S km)] 

Both sttects 

Period 

Before 
After 
% chiUige 

Before 
After 
%change 

Before 
After 
%change 

•Accuients per million vehicle-miles. 

Angle 

23 
23 
0 

40 
38 

- 5 

63 
61 

- 3 

Rear End Tumm~ 

49 ~J 
34 ,, 

-31 -40 

6l ., 
l3 " -18 -::J 

114 1~1 

87 " -24 -37 

TotAl Total Ace:-
llthr1 l'tck\UIII\1 ,kcuJent~ Injured Ra:· 

/17 ,,, 
~4t> 167 16.7 

" , .. L'il' 101 ' -
.II " ·.\(' -40 -( Cl 

I I 

" "' .l~t> 190 20-.4 
7' " ::!t>! 156 I3.7 

-- [J ,, -18 -18 -~?-

L'il I>' :'17::! 357 18' ·- ! 

"' "' 257 IL~ 

-· ·.\4 -27 -28 -38 

SoURCE: J. A. BRUCE, "One-Way Major Anerial Streets," Jmpro11td Street Utilization thrOJJ.f(h T~af]il' i:.nlltllrmnx. }hghw•~· RcscMl.'h B~l&fd Special Report 93, May 1%7. 

streets. traffic engineers should expect objections from af
fected business owners, who may contend that one-way 
streets will adversely affect their trade. 

Studies made in various parts of the United States have 
generally tended to disprove such claims. Moreover, where 
one-wily systems have once been implemented, many busi
ness owners formerly opposed to the one-way street plan 
have become supporters. 

Although the economic and environmental impact on 
converting to a one-way street system will undoubtedly vary 
from one place to another, a study by the Michigan Depart· 
ment of State Highways revealed that opposition tended to 
come from property owners immediately adjacent to one
way streets, with more support from others in the area. De
spite fears of losses in business and property values, there 
was no indication of adverse economic impact on either 
business activity or residential property values.7 

Trends in one-way street usage 

The number and total mileage of one-way streets have in
creased significantly over the years. -In 32 European towns. 
the total mileage of one-way streets increased from 225 to 
575 km in a 10-year period after the end of World War II.' 
Figures are not readily available for the United States. but 
general observation suggests a similar trend. It may not be 
realistic to expect continued· expansion of one-way street 
systems in large cities, but increased usage in many smaller 
and medium-sized cities has been noted. 

Criteria for use of one-way streets 

Legal background. Although the Model Traffic Ordi
nance' directs that the traffic engineer be authorized to 

• Tht• J:.wnomic and l:"lll'irrmmenwlt~·ot•c/.1' o{Onc•- U.{J_1• S/rec•/s in Resi
denl/al An•as, Department of State Highways. Lansing. MI. 1969. 

~E. Nielsen. "Experience from J 0 Year~· Fight against Traffic Conges
tion.- 36th International Congress. International Union of Public Trans
port. Brussels. Belgium. 1965. p. IS. 

~ :"ational Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances, Uni
form I 'ehic/e Code and Model Traffic Ordinance. 

determine and dt•si~nate one-way streets and alleys (S.1 

tion 32-30 I). many cities and counties require the approval 
of the govern in~ hotly. Following such approval, ifneedr-:1, 
the traffic cn~inccr arrant!CS for the placement and main:· -~ 
nancc oftlu.· necessary tratTic control devices, giving put ... ~ 
notice thcrcoC The .1/arwa/ em Un(form Traffic Control 
D<'l'ices (MUTCD) specifies the design and location f 
such signs. 

·t·rnffi<.' sludi<.•:-.. An engineering evaluation "is needed to 
determine the ad\'isability of one·way operation in a gi'\:_ .'1 

street nt~twork.. Such a network may range in size from t __ ·, 
parallel streets to all streets in an area. The evaluation should 
include: 

1. Physical inventory of existing system to determine: 
a. \Vidths and adaptability to one·way operation. 
b~ Termination points where needed traffic control t . • 

vices can be cffecti\'ely provided. 
c. Transit operational needs within the network. 
d. Existing traffic control devices. 
e. Parking needs and practices. 
f. Major street and driveway intersection locations. 
g. Heavy pedestrian crossings. 

2. Traffic volume studies on each street involved, includir :-.: 
a. Hourly directional counts. .. ·, 
b. Turning mo\'ement counts during peak hours at cbl~ 

ical intersections with streets and major driveways. 
c. Counts on streets parallel to the one-way pair(s) be' g 

considered. to estimate the effects of possible trai' c 
diversion. . · 

3. Speed and delay studies in both peak and off-peak p~ri· 
ods to provide data on overall travel times and the lo' · 
tions and causes of major delays. 

4. Traffic signal studies to evaluate existing progression 
programs and to determine the improvement that mi;-'-t 
be gained from one·way operation. 

5. Parking studies to determine the feasibility of curb pa, ~
ing prohibitions on one or both sides during all hours 
or only in peak periods as an alternative or support 
measure to one~ way operation. 
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6. Comparative capacity analyses of various alternative 
forms of operations. 
a. Capacity restrictions in the existing system that might 

be alleviated. 
b. Directional capacity of the existing network. 
c. Directional capacity of the proposed network. 
d. Directional capacity with parking prohibitions on 

the existing and proposed systems. 
e. Directional capacity using unbalanced operation tech

niques (two-way streets with off-center movement to 
encourage traffic to use one street in one direction and 
the other in the opposite direction, with progressive 
signal timing favoring the direction having more lanes) 
or reversible lanes (see next section). 

7. Estimates of added travel distance and increase in total 
travel time in the network. 

8. Feasibility studies with respect to transit routing and 
location of stops. 

9. Investigation of probable effect on movement of emer
gency vehicles. 

10. Investigation of probable effect of one-way operation 
on businesses, passenger loading zones (hotels, theaters, 
etc., may be on the "wrong" side of street), parking facil
ity entrances arid exits. and other land-use or curb-use 
activities. 

11. Analysis of frequency, severity, and types of accidents 
along the proposed one-way street, with estimates of 
possible changes. 

12. Pedestrian studies to evaluate the possible effects of 
one-way operation. 

13. Economic evaluation of the costs of various types 
of operation in relation to the overall benefits that are 
anticipated. 10 

Planning considerations. The arriount of data to be col
lected and analyzed in planning for one-way traffic regula
tions will depend largely on the size and complexity of the 
one-way system under consideration. The following questions 
should be considered: 

I. Is the layout of the street system such that one or more 
pairs of one-way streets can be implemented on a practical 
basis? In other words, will it be logical and make sense and 
be accepted by the public? 

2. What effect would the proposed one-way street(s) have on 
transit operations and patronage? 

3. Must parking be restricted in certain areas to provide the 
! proper number of traffic lanes? 

'• 1 4. What changes need to be made in signs, markings, park-
i ing meters, traffic signal indications and detectors, and 

other traffic control devices? 
5. What impact would one-way traffic have on freight deliv

ery and truck routing? 
6. Are there major traffic generators on the streets to be 

considered for one-way operation, and what, if any, effect 
would there be on such generators? 

10 W. S. Hom burger and J. H. Kell, Fundamentals o.fTraffic Enxineer
ing, 12th edition (Berkeley: University of California. Institute of Trans· 
portation Studies, 1988}, p. 25-2. 
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7. Arc the geometric elements of the street sections proposed 
for one--way operation such that the transition to two-way 
traffic (or termination at an intersection) would not cause 
safety or congestion problems? 

As u general rule. two-way streets should be made one
wuy nnly if: 

I. It can be shown that a specific traffic problem will be 
alleviated and the overall efficiency of the transportation 
svstcm will be improved. 

2. One-way operation is more efficient, safe. and cost-effec
tive than aitcrnative solutions. 

3. Parallel streets of adequate capacity, preferably not more 
than a block apart. are available or can be constructed. 

4. Such streets provide adequate traffic service to the area 
traversed and carry traffic through and beyond the con
gested area. 

5. Safe transition to two-way operation can be provided at 
the end points of the one-way sections. 

6. Proper transit service can be maintained. 
7. Such streets are consistent with the master street or high

way plan and compatible with abutting land uses. 
8. Thorough study shows that the overall advantages signifi

cantly outweigh any disadvantages. 

Benefits of one-way traffic regulations 

lncn·ased capach)·. One-way streets will often: 

1. Reduce intersection delays caused by vehicle turning 
movement conflicts and pedestrian-vehicle conflicts. 

2. Allow lane-width adjustments that increase the capacity 
of existing lanes or provide an additional lane. 

3. Reduce travel time. 
·4. Permit improvements in public transit operations. such 

as routings without tuinback loops (out on one street and 
return on a paraHel street). -

5. Permit turns from more than one lane and doing so at more 
intersections than would be possible with two-way opera
tion. (Care must be taken that designated turning lanes are 
clearlv marked and do not block needed through lanes.) 

6, Redi;tribute traffic onto adjacent streets to relieve con
gestion. 

7. Simplify traffic signal timing by: 
a. Permitting a wider range of offsets for progressive 

movement of traffic. 
b. Permitting offsets to achieve wider through bands. 
c. Reducing multi phase requirements by eliminating left

turn conflicts and/or making minor streets one-way 
away from complex intersections. 

Increased safety. One-way streets are likely to: 

l. Reduce vehicle-pedestrian and vehicle-vehicle conflicts 
at manv intersections. 

2. Preveni pedestrian entrapment between opposing traffic 
streams. 

3. Improve drivers' fields of vision at some intersection ap
proaches. 



Improved economy and environmental protection. One
way streets may: 

1. Provide additional capacity to satisfy traffic requirements 
for a substantial period of time without large capital ex· 
penditures for new street construction. 

2. Permit stage development of a master plan. 
J. Meet changing traffic patterns quickly and at a relatively 

low cost. 
4. Facilitate the loading and unloading of commercial vehi· 

cles with minimal impact on traffic flows. 
5. Preserve sidewalks, trees. and other valuable frontage as· 

sets that would otherwise be lost because of the widening 
of existing two-way streets. 

6. Be used to prohibit traffic from entering a residential 
neighborhood by making sbort lengths of street one-way 
outbound from the neighborhood. 

7. Provide for parking on one side of a street that would 
otherwise be too narrow to permit parking and adequate 
clearance or sight distance for safe operation. 

8. Be part of a freeway, expressway, rotary, or other system 
utilizing ramps. frontage roads. or connecting streets that 
handle movements that are essentially unidirectional in 
nature. 

Roadway requirements 

Although one-way systems will differ in details, there an.· 
certain basic factors to consider in developing a network of 
one-way streets:_ 

I. The capacity of the street(s) in one direction should ap
proximately balance the capacity of the street(s) in the op
posite direction. If capacities cannot be balanced, the 
street having the lower capacity must have adequate ca
pacity for current traffic and, if possible, for some time 
into the future. 

2. Preferably, the one-way pair should be adjacent streets (al
though systems are operating satisfactorily where there 
are intervening parallel streets). 

Design of termini 

Some street patterns readily lend themselves to good traffic 
operations at one-way system termini-as when two streets 
join in a .. y .. pattern to become one. Jn a gridiron pattern, 
however. the one-way system usually ends at a typical four
way intersection. When the one~way system would normally 
terminate at a major cross arterial. it is usually desirable to 
extend the system one block beyond that point. This is par
ticularly true of the one-way street carrying traffic toward 
the crossing arterial. Construction of diagonal connections 
to facilitate transition from two-way traffic to one-way traf
fic should be considered when one-way streets are part of an 
arterial system. 
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- ----------.--·--- -------- ----·------ --- -------- ---- ------- --- __ _. ____ ----- ---------------·-------·----------------------------·-------------------~- --·-----··--- ------------~ 

We are working with the Michigan Department of Transportation on two topics: A) 
the conversion of one-way streets to two-way operation; and B} allowing parking 
where none had been allowed) on through and/or state-numbered streets and roads. 
You have been identified as an individual in your organization who might be 
aware of your organization's views/policies on these issues .OR who could forward 
this inquiry to someone who is. 

Basically, we are looking for experiences and/or studies that articulate the 
impacts of such conversions, If your experiences have been with the "reverse" 
of these actions (e.g., the impacts of converting from two-way to one-way 
operation), that would be useful as well. In this regard, your completion of 
the short survey below would be greatly appreciated. 

If you forward this inquiry to someone else, please let us know who received it 
so that we can follow up with them. 

Inquiry was forwarded to (please include e-mail 

address)'--------------------------

A .. ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY STREET CONVERSIONS 

1. Has your organization done any projects that involved changing one-way 
operations to.two-way? ___ yes no 

2. Has your organization produced any reports on the impacts of specific one 
to-two-way conversions or on such conversions in general? 
___ yes (specific projects) ___ yes (general idea) no 

3. Does you~ organization have policies, guidelines, or warrants on allowing 
(or when to do) one-to-two-way conversions? 

___ yes (policies) ___ yes (guidelines) ___ no 

4. Has your organization done any projects, produced any reports, or have any 
policies or guidelines on the REVERSE type of conversions (i.e., two-way to one
way conversions)? 
___ yes (projects) ___ yes (reports) ___ yes (policies/guidelines) no 

5. Who is the best person in your organization to contact for more detailed 
information about getting reports, policies, and generally discussing this topic 
in more detail? 

name and title: __________________ _ 

. e-mail:--------------phone: ________________ _ 

6. Do you know of any other individuals or agencies in your state who have 
experience with one-to-two-way operation conversions {e.g., a city traffic 
engineer)? 

name and title: _________________ _ 
e-mail: ______________ __ 

phone:---,,-.,---,----------
city and state: _________________ _ 

B. CONVERSION TO PERMITTED PARKING ON STATE-NUMBERED ROUTES WHERE NONE HAD 
EXISTED 

1. Has your organization done any 
parking on state-numbered routes? 

projects that involved changing to permitted 
___ yes no 



2. Has your organization produced any reports on the impacts of allowing 
parking on state-numbered routes? 
___ yes (specific projects} ___ yes (general idea} no 

3. Does your organization have policies or guidelines on describing conditions 
that warrant permitted parking on state-numbered routes? 
___ yes (policies} __ yes (guidelines} no 

4. Has your organization done any projects, produced any reports, or developed 
any policies or guidelines on the REVERSE type of conversions (i.e., parking 
removal}? 
___ yes (projects} ___ yes (reports} ___ yes (policies/guidelines} no 

5. Who is the most appropriate person in your organization to contact for more 
detailed information about getting reports, policies, and generally discussing 
this topic in more detail? 

name and title: _________ _ 
e-mail: ________ _ 
phone: ________ _ 

6. Do you know of any other individuals or agencies in your state who have 
experience with conversions to permitted parking (e.g., a city traffic engineer, 
parking task force}? 

name and title: _________ _ 
e-mail: _______ __ 

phone=~-~~------
city and state: _________ _ 

Virginia Sisiopiku, Assistant Professor 
Richard Lyles, Professor 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1226 (USA} 
telephone: 517-355-2250, 517-355-5107 (messages}; FAX: 517-432-1827 
e-mail: lyles@egr.msu.edu, sisiopik@egr.msu.edu 
web: http://www.egr.msu.edu/CEE/ 

----l; 
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STATE 

AK 
AK 
AL 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CT 
DC 
DC 
FL 
FL 
FL 
FL 
FL 
GA 
lA 
ID 
ID 
KS 
KS 
KY 
MD 
MD 
MD 
Ml 
Ml 
MN 

Today's Date 
May27, 2000 

Last Update 
May4 2000 

' 
NAME 

Gary Oliver 
Duane F. Doerflinger 
David Brown 

Elaine Camia 

Craig Smith 
Raymond E. Davis 

Ed Celine 
John A. Vlvan 
Brenda Kragh 
Stephan Maher 

Jeffrey Dodge 
Gene O'Dell 

Steve Homan 

Jeffrey Morgan 
Mike Cornejo 

Joseph Fletcher 
Tim Crouch 

Terry Little 
Lance Johnson 

Carol Folkmann 
Linda Voss 

Duane Thomas 

Kimberley Tran 

Bob French 
Carlton C. Robinson 

Kenneth V. Tiffany 
Duane Ellis 
John Maczko 

AGENCY 

AK-DOT 
AK-DOT 
Univ. of AL 

CT-DOT 
FHWA 
TRB 
FL-DOT 
FL-DOT 
FL-DOT 
FL-DOT 
FL-DOT 
GA-DOT 
lA-DOT 
ID-DOT 
ID-DOT 

KS-DOT 
· KY-DOT 

SHA 
SHA 

MI-DOT 

MN-DOT 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO E-MAIL SURVEY 

ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY STREET CONVERSION CONVERSION TO PERMITTED PARKING 
PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT OTHER PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT OTHER 

YES YES 
NO NO NO Y-PR YES NO YES NO NO Y-PR YES NO 
NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
YES NO NO NO YES 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO Y-PR NO YES 
NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO YES NO 

YES YES YES YES 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
YES NO NO NO YES YES NO NO NO NO NO YES 

YES YES 
YES YES 

YES YES 
YES NO YES YES YES 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO' NO NO NO NO NO 
NO NO NO NO YES YES NO NO NO NO YES NO 
YES NO NO Y'R YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 

YES YES YES YES 
NO NO NO NO 
YES NO NO NO YES YES YES NO Y-P Y-PR YES YES 
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 

YES YES 
NO Y-Gen Y-G Y-PR YES NO NO Y-Gen Y-G Y-R YES NO 
YES NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO YES 
YES Y-SP NO NO YES YES NO NO NO NO YES NO 



STATE NAME AGENCY 
ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY STREET CONVERSION 

PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT 

CONVERSION TO PERMITTED PARKING 

OTHER PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT OTHER 

MN Mike Weiss MN-DOT YES YES 

MN TomCamebell MN-DOT YES Y-R YES 

MS Dan Galllet NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO YES YES 

NC Anlhony D. Wyatt NC-DOT YES Y-SP Y-G Y-R YES NO YES NO Y-P Y-PR YES NO 

NH Bill Lambert NH-DOT NO NO NO NO NO YES NO . NO NO NO NO YES 

NJ Reid Rutgers YES YES 

NY Sandra Rosner NY-DOT YES YES 

OK Ginger Miller OK-DOT YES YES 

OR Rich Newlands YES Y-SP NO NO YES NO 

OR Samuel A. Johnston OR-DOT 

OR Michael A. Coleman NO NO NO NO NO NO 

OR Richard M. Wood OR-DOT YES YES YES 

sc Joey 0 Riddle SC-OOT NO NO NO Y-PG YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO 

UT Tammy Kaeser UT-DOT YES YES 

VT Amy L. Gamble VT-DOT NO NO YES YES 

WA Noelle Million YES YES 

WA Jeff Bender YES YES 

SUMMARY OF COUNTS 

ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY STREET CONVERSION CONVERSION TO PERMITTED PARKING 

PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT OTHER PROJECTS REPORTS POLICIES REVERSE CONTACT OTHER 

YES 10 0 0 0 27 15 4 0 0 0 22 15 
NO 17 21 24 20 B 17 16 21 18 16 11 15 
Y-SP: Yes (Specific Projects) 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Y-Gen:Yes (General Idea) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Y-P: Yes (Policies) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Y-PG: Yes(Policies/ Guidelines) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Y -PR: Yes (Projects) 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
Y-R: Yes (Reports) 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Y-G: Yes (Guidelines) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
NO RESPONSE 18 20 19 20 10 13 23 22 24 24 12 15 




